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Abstract—This study aims to look into the influence of cooperative learning model of think pair share (TPS) with problem-posing task on students’ learning outcomes as well as analyze the students’ responses toward the learning model and the effectiveness of the learning model after the treatment on the topic of fraction. This research uses a pre-experimental study with one group pretest-posttest design to know the influence on student learning outcome, while a descriptive quantitative research methodology was employed to investigate the students’ responses and effectiveness of the learning model. As many as 28 primary students at Surabaya were involved in the implementation of the learning model. Results of this study found that the use of cooperative learning model has an effect the students’ learning outcomes, effectively improved the learning process, and lead student positively responded on the learning process and the learning aids used during the implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education has an important role in the life and progress of mankind. According to Slameto (2013:85), education is an effort organized, planned and ongoing retained earnings continuously throughout life to nurture students into a plenary, adult, and cultured. In Indonesia, education is regulated in a separate law on the National Education System (Sisdiknas)[14].

Adjie and Maulana (2006:17) state that mathematics is abstract for most elementary school students; thus it will make students difficult to learn mathematics if the teacher does not adjust to the students’ thinking ability. In fact, elementary school students, in general, cannot think abstractly; therefore in learning mathematics, teacher must start learning mathematics from concrete to abstract.

To achieve of learning objects to the mathematics course, a teacher should be able to create conditions and learning situation that enable the student to actively shape, discover, and develop their knowledge. According Susanto (2015:190), it needs a variety of creative and strategic effort to realize the ideal goal of learning mathematics. On the other hand, there is also a need for a particular model, method or type of assessment that needs to be developed to assess or measure the achievement of the learning objective of mathematics.

Other problems related to visible learning is the lack of mastery of basic concepts and students’ mathematical reasoning. Mathematics learning has not shown satisfactory results, most students still consider mathematics difficult, one of them is on fraction material.

Looking at the facts above, it is necessary to make improvements in learning so that student learning outcomes can increase. The effort to improve learning can certainly be realized through learning fun and meaningful. To overcome this problem, the researcher takes step by updating the learning model applied in the classroom. One of the learning model that can accommodate it is cooperative learning model of type Think, Pair, Square (PSG) with the problem-posing approach.

According to Anita lie (2010:58), the step in the cooperative learning model of the type of think pair square are: (1) the teacher divides the students into groups of four and assigns tasks to all groups, (2) students do and thinks about the task itself, (3) each student paired with one of the friends in the group and discussed with his/her spouse, (4) the two couples met again in the group of four and all the students got a chance to share their work in the group[13].

While the task-based learning of problem posing is a learning approach that requires students to prepare their own question or solving a question into more simple question that refers to the solution of the problem. According to Silver and Cai (2005:294) problem posing is the formulation of problems to relate the requirements on the questions that have been resolved in order to find other alternative solution [12].

II. METHOD

This study used an experimental method with design pre-experiment one group pretest-postest design without any comparison class. Thus, there was only one experiment group that was given pretest, treatment, and posttest. Besides, it also uses quantitative descriptive research methods to describe and analyze students’ responses and the effectiveness of the application of learning model.

The population in this study are the students of SDN Dr. Sutomo IX, a primary school at Surabaya city, with the sample of research is the fourth grade consisting of 28 students. The research instrument used in this research are a test and non-test instrument. The test instruments in this research were written.
test of mathematics learning result. There were two stages of the given test, namely pretest and posttest. Non-test instruments were student activity observation sheets, teacher activity observation sheets in managing learning, and student response questionnaires sheet on learning.

The technique of data analysis: Expert assessment data for each learning device were analyzed by considering the feedback and suggestions from the validators. Through the analysis of quantitative descriptive data, it can be formulated whether the learning device can be used for the learning process or not.

The teacher and students observation sheets also are analyzed and assessed by the observer at the time of learning, so that observer will know the ability of teachers and student activity is good or not in applying the learning model. The ability of the teacher to manage to learn is said to be good if the average ability of teachers assessed to be in the category good or very good for all meetings. Meanwhile, students’ activity is said to be active if the average score of students’ activity is in the category active or very active for all meeting. The questionnaire of students’ responses of the learning is said to be positive if the percentage of total student scores obtained on ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ responses at least 80%.

To analyze the learning result data the authors used quantitative data analysis technique from the result of pretest and posttest. The results of the data were used as the basis for hypothesis testing accepted or rejected [15]. As a prerequisite to determine the conclusion of the hypothesis test is accepted or rejected, the authors first conducted normality test using Chi-Square or X2 count on pretest data and post-test data and homogeneity test using formula of Fisher test (F test) from both data used by the researcher to know the sample of research come from the same population or not.

Furthermore, the test of research hypothesis was done based on the difference of learning result data, between pretest and posttest value.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The final activity in this learning is the evaluation process used to know the learning outcomes that have been done. Hamalik (2012:30) states “learning outcomes is a change in behavior in students, which can be observed and measured in the form of changes in knowledge, attitude and skills”. In this discussion, the authors discuss about the learning outcomes of the change of knowledge (cognitive) before being treated and after being treated with cooperative learning model of PSG type based on the task of problem posing on the topic of fraction.

Results of this study indicate that the learning model has effect on student learning outcomes. This is because the learning model is one of the learning methods that provide opportunities for the student to work independently and cooperate with others. The advantage of this technique is the optimization of student participation (Anita Lie, 2010:57).

Hypothesis test results can be explained as follows. After the preconditioning test, normality and homogeneity test is known that the data is a normal distribution and homogeneous so that it can be passed on the next data analysis by hypothesis test (t-test).

From the statistic calculations that have been done using MS Excel, a summary of t-test average value of pretest and posttest learning outcome can be seen in the following table
Based on data from above table, the results obtained $t$ count = 5.3102 and $t$ table $(1 - \alpha) (n1 + n2 - 2) = 2.0049$ so it can be stated that $t$ count $> t$ table. It means $H_0$ rejected. Likewise, when viewed from the value of probability ($P$-value) = 0.021166 with significant level ($\alpha$) level = 0.05, so $P$-value has a significance level ($\alpha$), which means $H_0$ was rejected too. From the results of t-test, it can be concluded that the use of co-operative learning model PSG-type task-based of problem posing fraction material math takes effect on student learning outcomes.

Moreover, the cooperative learning model of PSG type is combined with the problem posing, so that the understanding of mathematics on the fraction material is increasing. In accordance with its position, problem posing is the first step of problem-solving. This has been disclosed by Leung & Silver "research studies provided evidence that problem pos-ing has an influence on students’ ability to solve word problem".

Student involvement in cooperative learning type TPSq based on the task of problem posing of fraction material math as a whole earn the average value of group activity of students from 3 meetings of learning amounted to 3.35 (84%), with criteria of student activity level the overall is active.

For more details researcher recap average data and percentage of student activity each meeting above presented in the following table.

**Table II. Summary of Average Data and Percentage of Student Activity for Each Meeting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observer</th>
<th>1st Meeting</th>
<th>2nd Meeting</th>
<th>3rd Meeting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average per meetings</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage per meetings</td>
<td>74.75%</td>
<td>84.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of student activity</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average of 3 meetings</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage 3 meetings</td>
<td>83.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion: The average of 3 meeting is 3.60 or 90%, the conclusion teacher is very good at managing the learning process. More details of the average total data or percentage of teacher activity each meeting above can be seen in the following chart.

**Table III. Summary of Average Data and Percentage of Teacher Activity Each Meeting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observer</th>
<th>1st Meeting</th>
<th>2nd Meeting</th>
<th>3rd Meeting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average scores and percentages (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer I</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer II</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2. Chart Of The Average Percentage Of Total Students Activity**

Slavin (2005:45) states that there are four elements of effective learning related to teacher activity which is known as QAIT model (Quality, Appropriateness, Incentive, Time) that is how well the delivery of knowledge or ability of teacher so that can help students easily to master material, the extent to which teachers master the material, how well teachers make sure students are motivated to do the task in a lesson, and how much time is given to the students to learn the material was taught.

**Figure 3. Chart Of The Average Percentage Of Total Teacher Activity**
Furthermore, questionnaire of students responses was done after completion of teaching material which consists of three meetings of learning and final test. From 8 questions responded by students regarding the learning aids, 84% stated agree or strongly agree, while from 26 questions regarding students’ learning process, 85% states agree or strongly agree. Thus, the students’ responses are positive.

Furthermore, the effectiveness of the learning model is based on the following aspects, i.e. learning completeness, student learning activity, teacher’s ability to manage to learn, and student's response or interest to learning (referring to Slavin and Nieveen’s opinion).

To answer the effectiveness of learning and referring from the opinions of experts, the following table presents these elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>completeness of learning</td>
<td>There are 23 students or 82.14% greater or equal with minimal mastery criteria (75)</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Teacher ability to manage classroom activities</td>
<td>Average score of 3.60 or 90%</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Students activity during learning</td>
<td>Average score of 3.35 or 83.75%</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Students response of learning</td>
<td>85% of students agree or strongly agree</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Based on the above explanation, it can be concluded that the use of cooperative learning model type TPSq-based with problem posing task on the topic of fraction implemented on the fourth-grade students of SDN Dr. Suromo IX Surabaya take effect to the results of learning, the learning aids and process are effective, and the students’ responses to the learning aids process are positive.
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